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The Power of Digital Engagement

Join Us from your Home or Office!

As the premier organization for health education and promotion, the Society for Public Health Education (SOPHE) invites you to experience the power of digital engagement as part of our largest, most innovative, and exciting conference yet!

SOPHE 2021dX is your opportunity to network with 800+ health education faculty, practitioners, and students eager to connect with the latest health education tools to advance the public’s health.

SOPHE 2021dX is your opportunity to be a part of something bold.

SOPHE 2021dX is an innovative movement to reach beyond passive online education for transformative education and engagement. Professionals from across the globe will access an all-new digital environment to advance their professional development, networking, and continuing education.

SOPHE 2021dX By the Numbers

- 50,000+ visits to the conference platform
- 800+ faculty, practitioners, students in the live conference
- 800+ on demand attendees through March 31, 2022
- 325+ speakers and poster presenters
- 50+ states and other countries represented
- 55 exhibitors and sponsors
### Schedule-at-a-Glance
April 6-9, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 AM</td>
<td>SOPHE Student由于</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>Rock Your Flair Early Bird Coffee 9:30 AM - 10:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>Exa Sigma Gamma Board of Directors Meeting 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM</td>
<td>Pre-conference Sessions 12:00 PM - 4:00 PM</td>
<td>Exa Sigma Gamma Board of Directors Meeting 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>Pre-conference Sessions 12:00 PM - 4:00 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td>NCHEC Coffee Chat 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Schedule-at-a-Glance
April 13 - May 11, 2021
Tune in Tuesdays and Thursdays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 AM</td>
<td>April 13 D1 Oral Session 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 15 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 15 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 15 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 15 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 AM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 AM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 PM</td>
<td>April 10 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
<td>April 16 D1 Oral Session 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Friday, March 26, 2021

11:30 AM - 5:30 PM EDT
SOPHE Board of Trustees Meeting

Monday, April 5, 2021

1:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT
Eta Sigma Gamma Board of Directors Meeting

2:30 PM – 4:00 PM EDT
SOPHE House of Delegates Meeting

4:00 PM – 6:00 PM EDT
Eta Sigma Gamma All Member Annual Business Meeting

5:30 PM – 6:00 PM EDT
Eta Sigma Gamma: NCHEC Outstanding Undergraduate Major of the Year Social

Tuesday, April 6, 2021

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM EDT
SOPHE Student Edu-thon: Graduate and Undergraduate
Sponsored by the Foundation for the Advancement of Health Education (FAHE)

10:00 AM – 1:00 PM EDT
Eta Sigma Gamma Board of Directors Meeting

12:00 PM - 3:00 PM EDT
Pre-Conference Workshop: Utilizing Face-to-face Program Resources to Transition to Virtual Health Outreach Education
△ 3.0 ADV
Presenters: Carissa Ann Wilhelm, MS, Odessa Keenan, MS, CHES®, and Elaine Montemayor-Gonzalez, MS

12:00 PM - 4:30 PM EDT
Pre-Conference Workshop: Evidence-informed Health Education and the Infodemic: Shaping Health Education Messages and Outreach
• 4.0 Entry
12:00 PM: Evidence-informed Health Education and the Infodemic: Finding and appraising literature-published and unpublished
Presenters: Elaine Hicks, MS/LIS, MPH, MCHES® and Erin Seger, MPH, CHES®

2:30 PM: Applying Academic-Community Partnership, Evidence and Audience Research to Support COVID-19 Prevention with African American Communities in St. Louis, MO
Presenters: Ricardo J. Wray, PhD, Craig Schmid, JD, and Sara Mohamed, MPH
2:00 PM – 4:00 PM EDT
Eta Sigma Gamma Board of Directors Meeting

4:30 PM – 5:30 PM EDT
New Members & First Time Attendees Shuttle Ride
SOPHE extends a special welcome to all new members and first-time annual conference participants. Ride along with us and learn more about SOPHE and meet our volunteer leadership.

5:30 PM – 6:45 PM EDT
SOPHE Business Meeting
Join us for SOPHE’s All Member Business Meeting. Hear about our recent accomplishments, future initiatives, and welcome your newly elected board of trustees.

7:00 PM – 8:00 PM EDT
Eta Sigma Gamma Faculty Sponsor Social

Wednesday, April 7, 2021

9:00 AM – 10:00 AM EDT
NCHEC Virtual Coffee Chat
SOPHE and NCHEC invite attendees with CHES®/MCHES® credentials to attend the NCHEC Virtual Coffee Chat on Wed., April 7, 9:00-10:00 AM. Pre-registration is required. Please reserve your spot. NCHEC will verify the list and follow-up via email. Supported by the National Commission for Health Education Credentialing

11:00 AM – 1:00 PM EDT
PL1: Opening Plenary and SOPHE Welcome
△ 1.0 Advanced

11:00 AM:  SOPHE Welcome
Elaine Auld, MPH, MCHES® and Darcy Scharff, PhD

11:15 AM:  Greetings
Alex Garza, MD, MPH

11:30 AM:  Presidential Address - Advancing Implementation Science with a Health Equity Perspective
Cam Escoffery, PhD, MPH, CHES®

12:00 PM:  Impacts of Racism on the Health and Well-being of the Nation
Camara Phyllis Jones, MD, PhD, MPH

12:30 PM:  Forward through Ferguson
Bethany Johnson-Javois, MSW

12:50 PM:  Q&A

12:55 PM:  Closing
1:15 PM – 2:15 PM EDT
Concurrent A Sessions

A1: Creative Solutions in Professional Development
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Skye McDonald, MS, CHES®
1:20 PM: Creative Solutions in Professional Development
Angelica Hardee, PhD, CHES®
1:35 PM: Career Planning for Professional Success
Laura Schrubb
1:50 PM: Getting the Most out of Career Services
Eliza Angarano, MA, SHRM-CP
2:05 PM: Q&A

A2: Innovative Techniques to Promote Health Improvement Across Populations
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Michele Bildner, MPH, MCHES®
1:20 PM: Results of a Missouri Poll Assessing Child Weight Gain during COVID-19
Ellen Barnidge, PhD, MPH
1:29 PM: Burnout in Health and Human Service Fields: Supporting Employees in Child Welfare
Nikki Hillier, PhD, MS and Jessica Firmand, MS
1:36 PM: Reflections from a Photovoice Project: Lessons Learned in Working with Schools and Youth
Alicia Wodika, PhD, MS, CHES® and Jacqueline Lanier, DrPH, MS, MCHES®
1:45 PM: Increasing Health Literacy in Vulnerable Populations
Sely-Ann Headley, MPH and Jody Vogelzang, RDN, CHES®, FAND

A3: Health Education and Promotion Strategies to Address COVID-19 Among Disparately Affected Populations
△ 1.0 Advanced
Moderator: Raffy Luquis, PhD, MCHES®
1:20 PM: The Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behaviors of Families with Children with Disabilities Across the Lifespan during COVID-19: A National Perspective
Tara Lutz, PhD, MPH, MCHES®
1:30 PM: Where Did All the PPE Go? A Grocer Safety Kit Evaluation
Bree Bode, MPH, CHES®
1:40 PM:  COVID 19: Overcoming Educational Challenges among Migrant Farm Workers in the Garden State
   Suzanne Miro  MPH, MCHES®

1:50 PM:  Assessment of Blacks/African Americans Perceptions and impacts of COVID-19, and Adherence to Public Health Recommendations
   Matt Asare, PhD, CHES®

A4: Changing the Culture and Definition of Health in School Settings
   • 1.0 Entry

Moderator: Jody Vogelzang, RDN, CHES®, FAND

1:15 PM:  Teaching Youth to Think SMART© about Opioids
   Elisa Beth McNeill, PhD, CHES® and Meagan Shipley, PhD, CHES®

1:15 PM:  A Holistic Approach for Addressing Health Barriers to Learning
   Mary Salvatore  MPH, CHES®

1:15 PM:  Attitudes of College Students Toward Poverty: Pre-COVID and Post-COVID Onset
   Patricia Barrington, PhD, MCHES® and Christopher Wirth, PhD, CHES®

1:15 PM:  Advocating for Institutional Leadership to Center Anti-Racism Action and Education
   Shannon McMorrow, PhD, MPH and Betty Dennis, PhD

1:15 PM:  Be SAVI: How Specific, Acceptable, Viable, and Impactful Nutrition Messaging Cuts Through the Clutter
   Dani Loebs, BA

Partner Playground

2:30 PM – 3:15 PM EDT

Select your activity during the Partner Playground. Participate in a Walk and Learn, ask poster presenters questions using the discussion thread, visit the SOPHE Marketplace, build your community in the Communities of Practice, or gain skills during the micro-mentoring sessions.

Walk and Learn

Podcast: LGBTQ+ History - How We Got Here and Where We are Going?
   • 0.75 Entry
   Presenter: Ryan Cox, PhD

P1: Student, ESG, and Fellow Poster Presentations

See page 27 for list of Wednesday poster presentations.

Visit the SOPHE Marketplace
B1: Rock Your Flock Micro-mentoring Session: Advocacy and Systemic Racial Injustice
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Jonathan Johnson, LMHC

B2: Rock Your Flock Micro-mentoring Session: How to Market Yourself in the Current Environment
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Skye McDonald, MS, CHES®

12:30 – 1:15 PM EDT
SAGE Sponsored Solution Showcase
How You Can Use Social Media to Improve Your Altimetric Score for Journal Publications
Moderator: Jeanine Robitaille, MS, CHES®

12:30 – 1:15 PM EDT
Communities of Practice

3:30 PM – 4:30 PM EDT
Concurrent C Sessions

C1: Using eHealth to Reach Various Demographics
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Beth Chaney, PhD, MCHES®

3:35 PM: Call to Action: How to Address the Urgent Need to Educate the Aging Population on Telehealth and Adjust to a New Health Care Delivery
Ashley S. Love, DrPH, DHSc, MPH, MS, CPH

3:45 PM: Using Digital Health to Improve Communication within Rural Communities
Erin Wells, BS, CHES® and Olivia Wilson, MS, CHES®

3:55 PM: Mobile Health Interventions for HIV/STI Prevention among Youth in Low-and-Middle-Income countries (LMICs): A Systematic Review of Studies Reporting Implementation Outcomes
Ucheoma Catherine Nwaozuru, PhD, MS

C2: Leveraging Population-Oriented Attributes to Create Changes for Health
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: LaVerne Partlow, MEd

3:35 PM: Healthy Schools Healthy Communities: Systems Thinking Utilizing Programming, Policy Change, and Environmental Change
Kara Hughes, MPH, CHES® and Erica Oliver, MA, CDVP
3:44 PM:  *All Hands of Deck: Addressing Health and Social Needs through Cross Collaboration*  
Krystal Billups, MPH

3:53 PM:  *PechaKucha in Pre-Service Training: Building Presentation and Public Speaking Skills*  
Meagan Shipley, PhD, CHES® and Caitlin Holden, MS, CHES®

4:02 PM:  *Determining if the Self-directed Walk with Ease Program is Reaching Underserved Populations*  
Nicholas Beresic, EdD, MS, CHES®, CSCS, CPT

4:11 PM:  *Missing in Action: Representation in Children’s Books for Health Education*  
Courtney Gonzalez, MPH, CHES® and Diana Karczmarczyk, PhD, MPH, MCHES®

### C3: Prevention Communication and Resulting Behaviors from the COVID-19 Pandemic

- **1.0 Entry**

  Moderator: Nicolette Powe, DrPH, MS, MCHES®

3:35 PM:  *Where is the Playbook? Parent-child Risk Communication during COVID-19*  
Adaobi Anakwe, PhD, MPH

3:50 PM:  *Employing Community-Based Efforts to Disseminate Health Promotion Messaging during COVID-19 Pandemic: A Case Study*  
Larrell L. Wilkinson, PhD, MSPH, CHES® and Amy Carr, MS

Reynaldo De Leon, Jr., MS

### C4: Cutting-edge Techniques: Using Technology to Control One’s Own Health

- **1.0 Entry**

  Moderator: Sabrina T. Cherry, DrPH, MSPH, MTS

3:35 PM:  *Development of A Multi-Player Videogame Intervention to Empower Black Teen Girls Around Healthy Relationships and Partner Communication*  
Veronica Weser, PhD

3:45 PM:  *InstaAdvocacy: Advocating Using GIFs One Storyboard at a Time*  
Elisa Beth McNeill, PhD, CHES® and Meagan Shipley, PhD, CHES®

3:55 PM:  *Social Media Use and Human Papillomavirus Awareness and Knowledge Among Adults with Children in the Household: Examining the Role of Race, Ethnicity, and Gender*  
Yuki Lama, PhD

4:05 PM:  *LGBTQ Health Promotion Delivered via Digital Outreach in Response to COVID-19*  
Kimberly Levitt, MPH
4:45 PM – 6:15 PM EDT
PL2: Plenary 2: Leading the Way: Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
△ 1.0 Advanced

Moderator: Leonard Jack, Jr., PhD

4:50 PM: Acceptance of the SOPHE Honorary Fellow Award
This award is SOPHE’s highest recognition to a non-member. It honors an individual who has made significant and lasting contributions to health education and the public’s health.

Anthony S. Fauci, MD

5:00 PM: Leadership and Learnings from the Pandemic
Laura Kaiser, MBA, MHA, FACHE

5:45 PM: Q&A
Leonard Jack, Jr., PhD

5:55 PM: Come and join us for the Awards Ceremony and Student Edu-thon Award Winners Announcement
William Potts-Datema, DrPH, MCHES®

6:00 PM: Closing
Leonard Jack, Jr., PhD

6:15 PM – 7:00 PM EDT
Dance Party
Enjoy some music and fun with your colleagues.

Thursday, April 8, 2021

11:15 AM – 11:30 PM EDT
Summary of the Day
Host: Beth Chaney, PhD, MCHES®

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM EDT
Plenary 3: James F. and Sara T. Fries Foundation and CDC Foundation Award and Lecture
△ 1.0 Advanced

Moderator: Deborah Fortune, PhD

11:33 AM: Elizabeth Fries Foundation and the CDC Foundation
Viktor Bovbjerg- James F. and Sarah T. Fries Foundation PhD
11:38 AM:  *Presentation of the 2021 Elizabeth Fries Health Education Award*
Valarie Blue Bird Jernigan, DrPH, MPH

11:43 AM:  *Spinning the Native Web: Increasing the Presence of American Indian and Alaska Native Investigators in the Scientific Workforce*
Spero Manson, PhD

12:28 PM:  *Closing*
Deborah Fortune, PhD

**Partner Playground**

**12:30 PM – 1:15 PM EDT**

*Select your activity during the Partner Playground. Participate in a Walk and Learn, ask poster presenters questions using the discussion thread, visit the SOPHE Marketplace, or watch the Rapid Fire Poster session.*

**Walk and Learn**

- **0.75 Entry**

12:30 PM:  *Walk and Learn: Bridging the Gap of Miscommunication and Improving Health Literacy Education*
Chris Casey, MPH

12:50 PM:  *Breakout Discussion*

**Communities of Practice**

**Student Networking Lounge**

12:30 PM:  *Welcome - SOPHE Benefits*
Rebecca Rich, PhD, MA, CHES®

12:30 PM:  *SOPHE Student Engagement Goals for 2021-2022 & How to Get Involved?*
Janae Alexander, MPH

12:45 PM:  *1:1 Networking: All-Hands Social*

**P2: Systems Thinking and Interconnectedness, Social Justice and Health Equity, and Leadership, Mentoring, and the Training the Next Workforce Posters**

*See page 30 for list of Wednesday poster presentations.*

Visit the SOPHE Marketplace
Rapid Fire Posters

• 0.75 Entry
Moderator: Doris Swarn, MPH

12:35 PM: *Fitspiration, Body Satisfaction and Restrained Eating in College Students*
Kristen Welker, PhD, CHES®

12:42 PM: *CATCH My Breath E-Cigarette Prevention Program: Retrofitting a Logic Model after Rapid Response*
Tara Lee Vaughn, MPH, MEd

12:49 PM: *Health Communication and Implementation of Smoke-free Multi-unit Housing Ordinances*
Francesca Lomotan, MPH

12:56 PM: *Decreasing Maternal Mortality in Black Women by Supplementing Current Obstetric Triage Systems*
Ka'Necia Martin, BS

1:03 PM: *Health Information Technology Use Among Women in the United States: Implications for the Prevention of Depression*
Kobi Ajayi, PhD, MPH, MBA and Sonya Panjwani, MPH

1:45 PM – 3:15 PM
Concurrent D Sessions

D1: Engaging and Preparing Health Education and Promotion Professionals

• 1.5 Entry
Moderator: Keely Rees, PhD, MCHES®

1:50 PM: *Engaging with the Pandemic as an Essential Service of a University COVID-19 Crisis Response Task Force*
Robert J. Bensley, PhD, MCHES®, Rebekah Bensley, and Jessica Graber, BS, CHES®

2:15 PM: *Arabic-speaking Immigrants' Perceptions of Receiving Free and Accessible Health Care*
Zena Hamdan, PhD, MSc and Amy Joanna Wotring, PhD, MPH, CHES®

Gwendolyn Roberts Francavillo, PhD, MPH, CHES®, RYT

D2: Using the RBA™ Framework to Promote Coordination and Impact for Strategic Planning & Implementation

• 1.5 Entry
Moderator: TBA

1:50 PM: *Utilizing Results-Based Accountability™ (RBA) for Innovative Strategic Planning and Implementation: A Framework to Promote Coordination and Impact for Local, State, and National Agencies and Programs*
Ms. Cherylee Sherry, MPH, MCHES®, Rebecca Reeve, PhD, CHES®, and Shanna Livermore, MPH, MCHES®

D3: Adding Spice to Your Online Teaching and Collaboration: Tips and Tricks from Applied Improvisation
- **1.5 Entry**

Moderator: Darcy Scharff, PhD

1:50 PM: *Adding Spice to Your Online Teaching and Collaboration: Tips and Tricks from Applied Improvisation*

Nancy L. Weaver, PhD, MPH

D4: Leveraging Theatre & Storytelling Pedagogies: A Theatre for Health Workshop
- **1.5 Entry**

Moderator: Linda Forys, MEd, MCHES®

1:50 PM: *Leveraging Theatre & Storytelling Pedagogies: A Theatre for Health Workshop*

Shanaé R. Burch, Med and Saharra Dixon, MA, CHES®

3:15 PM – 4:15 PM EDT

Plenary 4: Advancing the Health Literacy Agenda
- **1.0 Entry**

Moderator: Cindy Brach, MPP

3:50 PM: *Evidence-informed Public Health Practice and Social Determinants of Health*

Maureen Dobbins, PhD

4:15 PM: *Creating Health Communication Messages that Empower People*

Catina O’Leary, PhD, LMSW

4:15 PM – 5:15 PM EDT

Concurrent E Sessions

E1: Developing Public Health Thought Leaders

Δ 1.0 ADV

Moderator: Antonio Gardner, PhD, CHES®

4:20 PM: *Mentoring the Next Generation While in the Midst of a Pandemic*

Laura M. Lloyd, MPH, MCHES®

4:31 PM: *Teaching with the Future in Mind: Lessons Learned from Community Projects Incorporating Students*

LaNita S. Wright, PhD, MPH, MCHES®, CPH, Kevin Fink, PhD, and J. Sunshine Cowan, PHD, MPH, MCHES®
4:42 PM: Meaningful Real-World Engagement in Preparing Current and Future Health Professionals to Address Evolving Public Health Threats
Thenral Mangadu, MPH

4:53 PM: Engaging Students to be Thought Leaders in the Learning Process: The HPP Interns and Their Projects
Arden Castle, CHES®

E2: The Need for a Nanny - Government’s Role in my Health Behaviors • 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Ashley V. Parks DrPH, MA, MCHES®, CPH
4:20 PM: The Need for a Nanny: Government’s Role in my Health Behaviors
Lee G. Renfroe, EdD, CWC

E3: Evidence-based Approaches to Preventing Youth Violence • 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Rhonda Rahn, PhD, MS, CHES®
4:20 PM: How Can Schools Prevent Community Youth Violence?
Linda Mary McGlone, MPH and Emiko Torres, AS
4:32 PM: School-based Child Sexual Abuse Prevention Programs: A Review of Research Evidence and Recommendations
Adaobi Chidinma Iluno, JD
4:44 PM: Understanding the Evidence: A Review of Universal School-based Programs to Prevent Substance Use Among Adolescents
Nicolas Suarez, MPH and Leigh Szucs, PhD, CHES®
Erin Sweeney, PhD, MEd, MCHES®

E4: Audience-Centered Approaches to Improve Health • 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Matthew Weinburke, MPH, REHS, CHES®, MLT(ASCP)CM
4:20 PM: Qualitative Application of the Theory of Planned Behavior to Alcohol Consumption in Undergraduates to Improve University-Based Alcohol Education
Mariah Welke, MPH, CHES®
4:29 PM: Screen to Save: Engaging Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islanders in Colorectal Cancer Screening and Education
Nathaniel Ferre, BS
4:38 PM:  *Interdisciplinary Team Approach to Address Access to Healthcare for Uninsured, Low Income Residents by Partner with a Local Food Bank*

Juan Aguilera, MD, MPH

4:47 PM:  *Catalyst for Change: Stories of Resiliency and Building Community through Podcast Storytelling*

Robert Manuel Rinck, PhD, MPH and Jessica Huckabay, MPH

4:56 PM:  *Student Perceptions of Connectedness in the Undergraduate General Education Health Classroom*

Sarah Pember, PhD, MT, CHES®

5:30 PM – 6:30 PM EDT

SOPHE Awards Ceremony

All participants are welcomed to this year's awards ceremony. Join your colleagues in honoring the SOPHE 2021 Award Winners.

**Friday, April 9, 2021**

9:30 PM – 10:30 PM EDT

Concurrent F Sessions

F1: Rock Your Flock Early Bird Coffee

Moderator: Tamara Mason, MPH, CHES®

9:30 AM:  *Responses to COVID-19 and How to Pivot from a Health Education Perspective*

11:15 AM – 11:30 AM EDT

Summary of the Day

Host: Beth Chaney, PhD, MCHES®

11:00 AM – 12:30 PM EDT

Concurrent G Sessions

G1: Putting Public Health Evidence into Practice: Tools for Implementing and Adapting Evidence-Based Programs

Moderator: Ninfa Peña Purcell, PhD, MCHES®
11:05 AM:  
**Putting Public Health Evidence into Practice: Tools for Implementing and Adapting Evidence-Based Programs**
Cam Escoffery, PhD, MPH, CHES®, Jennifer Leeman, DrPH, and Mary Wangen, MPH

**G2: Anti-Racism Approaches in Public Health Education**

△ 1.5 ADV

Moderator:  Jody Early, PhD, MS, MCHES®

11:05 AM:  
**Antiracism and Public Health Education: Implications for Reaching, Research, and Practice**
Jean M. Breny, PhD, Raffy Luquis, PhD, MCHES®, Mary Gloner, MPH, MBA, Rebecca Rich, PhD, CHES®, Jonathan Johnson, LMHC, and Shannon McMorrow, PhD, MPH

**G3: Facilitating Trauma Informed Practice in Health Education**

• 1.5 Entry

Moderator:  Amy Estlund, PhD

11:05 AM:  
**Skill-Building for Facilitating Trauma Informed Practice in Health Education**
Tammy Wynard, MS, Sarah Benes, EdD, MPH, CHES®, and Kevin Lorson, PhD, MA

**G4: Availability and Benefits of Lifestyle Management Programs for Arthritis to Reach Minority and Rural Populations**

• 1.0 Entry

Moderator:  Jordan Fuhrmeister, MPH, CHES®

11:05 AM:  
**Availability and Benefits of Lifestyle Management Programs for Arthritis to Reach Minority and Rural Populations**
Kate Lorig, DrPH, Lesley Steinman, MSW, MPH, and Nicholas Beresic, EdD, CHES®

---

**Partner Playground**

**12:30 PM – 1:00 PM EDT**

*Select your activity during the Partner Playground. Ask poster presenters questions using the discussion thread, visit the SOPHE Marketplace, or build your community in Communities of Practice.*

Visit the SOPHE Marketplace

**P3: School Health and Health Communications and Literacy Posters**

*See page 33 for list of Wednesday poster presentations.*

Communities of Practice
Concurrent H Sessions

H1: Health Education Leadership in the Time of COVID-19
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Erin Carlson, DrPH, MPH
1:20 PM: Standing Vigil During COVID: How Health Education Specialists Address the Pandemic
Melissa Opp, MPH, MCHES®
1:33 PM: Effects of COVID-19 Pandemic on the Professional Roles and Responsibilities of Health Educators
Heidi Hancher-Rauch, PhD, CHES® and Lisa Yazel, EdD, MCHES®
1:46 PM: Creating Alternate Health Education Internships in Lieu of the COVID-19 Pandemic
Rhonda Rahn, PhD, MS, CHES® and Ledric Sherman, PhD
1:56 PM: Beliefs in Just World and College Student Mental Health during the COVID-19 Pandemic
Aimee Johnson, PhD

H2: Establish and Strengthen Collaborations for Intervention and Advocacy Effectiveness
• 1.0 ADV
Moderator: Shannon Roussy, MPH, CHES®
1:20 PM: Community Readiness to Prevent Prescription Drug Misuse among Rural Texas Teens: The Think SMART Project
Ninfa Peña Purcell, PhD, MCHES®
1:32 PM: Collaborating for Innovation: Addressing Alzheimer’s Through Local Health Departments
John Shean, MPH and Molly French, MS
1:44 PM: The Power of Prevention: Saving Lives, Creating Healthier Communities, and Transforming our Healthcare System
Angela Denise Mickalide, PhD, MCHES®
1:56PM: Assessing Baseline Interorganizational Collaborations for Safe Routes to School Policy Advocacy
Sonya Panjwani MPH and Mandy Spadine, MPH, CPH, CHES®

H3: Preparing Health Educators to Serve in Transdisciplinary Roles
• 1.0 ADV
Moderator: Shannon P. Mora, MPH, CPH
1:20 PM: Responding to COVID: Health Education Specialists in Action
Jodi Brookins-Fisher, PhD, MCHES® and Amy Thompson, PhD, CHES®
1:31 PM: Developing Critical Consciousness: Health Professional Students Role in a Pediatric Social Needs Intervention
Ellen Barnidge, PhD, MPH and Katrina Brown, MEd

1:42 PM: Self-reported Patient Experience with Discharge Education and Post-Acute Care Transitions
Ashley V. Parks, DrPH, MA, MCHES®, CPH and Matthew Lazari, MHA, FACHE, CLSSBB

1:53 PM: Stay.Safe.Side: Promoting Seizure First Aid Among Public Health Professionals
LaQueisa Haynes-Smith MS, MCHES® and Thometta Cozart, MPH, MS, CHES®, CPH

H4: Teaching and Pedagogy: Different Ways to Expose Students to Experiential Learning and Service Learning
• 1.0 Entry
Moderator: Gwendolyn Roberts Francavillo, PhD, MPH, CHES®, RYT

1:20 PM: Designing and Implementing a Social Determinants of Health Curricula in Health Professional Education: A Scoping Literature Review
Marlene Camacho-Rivera, ScD, MPH and Victoria Frye, MPH, DrPH

1:35 PM: From Apathy to Agency in 2+ Hours: Empowering Student Voting
Nicole Aydt Klein, PhD, MCHES® and Madison Quinley, BS(c)

1:50PM: Adolescents’ Perceptions of a Stress Reduction Program Delivered by Service Learning Students
Angela Bailey, PhD, MA, CHES®

2:30 PM – 4:00 PM EDT

Plenary 5: Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child Framework: Challenges and Future amidst COVID-19
△ 1.0 ADV
Moderator: Rosemary Reilly-Chammat, EdD

2:35 PM: FAHE Award Announcements
Donna M. Videto, FAHE Vice President, PhD, MCHES®

2:45 PM: Addressing System Issues to Advance Family, School and Community Engagement in Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Vito Borello

2:45 PM: Challenges Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic: Navigating Profound Learning Losses, Social and Emotional Learning and Health Inequities
Kayla Jackson, MPH

2:45 PM: Exploring the New Hybrid Model of Education
Donna Harris-Aikens, JD

3:45 PM: See you in 2022!
Kirsten C. Rodgers, EdD, MSPH, MCHES®
3:50 PM:  Closing Remarks
Deborah Fortune, PhD

4:15 PM – 5:15 PM EDT
Concurrent I Sessions

I1: Successful Voyages on the Health Education Mentorship
\( \qquad \Delta \ 1.0 \ \text{ADV} \)

Moderator:  Joanne Chopak-Foss, PhD

4:20PM:  Enhancing Patient Engagement in Public Health Through Training, Quality Assurance Review, and Mentoring Activities
Amanda R. Gabarda, EdD, MPH, MS, CHES®

Leah C. Neubauer, EdD, MA

4:40PM:  A CBPR Approach to Training Health Professionals in Consumer Health Information
Kathryn Houk, MPH and Laura Valentino, MPH, MEd,CHES®

4:50PM:  Libraries as Health Literacy Partners
Erin Kay Seger, MPH, CHES® and Elaine Hicks, MS, MPH, MCHES®

I2: Informing Evidence-based Decision-making through Policy Analysis
\( \qquad \Delta \ 1.0 \ \text{ADV} \)

Moderator:  Molly E. French, MS

4:20 PM:  Engagement in Outdoor Physical Activity under Ambient Fine Particulate Matter Pollution: A Risk-benefit Analysis
Ruopeng An, PhD

4:30 PM:  Earmarking Tobacco Tax Revenue for Tobacco Prevention Funding: a Comparative Analysis of Five States
Isabelle Rocca, BS

Ruopeng An, PhD

4:50 PM:  50-State Review of Alzheimer’s and Dementia Plans: Opportunities for Public Health to Strengthen
Molly E. French, MS
I3: Reaching through the Screen: Taking Grassroots Health Promotion
• **1.0 Entry**

Moderator: Heidi Hancher-Rauch, PhD, CHES®

4:20 PM: *Reaching through the Screen: Taking Grassroots Health Promotion Work Online*

Smitha Gundavajhala, JD

I4: Connecting Social Emotional Learning & School Health Education & Promotion

Moderator: Trinita Ervin, BS

4:20 PM: *An Innovative Approach to Health Education and Social and Emotional Learning: A State Revision of Health Education Standards*

Bonnie J. Edmondson, EdD, MS and Christine Wanner

4:32 PM: *Impact of Balance4Kids Yoga Workshop on a Child’s SEL Skills at Home*

Angela Bailey, PhD, MA, CHES®

4:32 PM: *Balance4Kids: The Design and Evaluation of a Family-Centered After School Yoga Program Targeting Social-Emotional Skills*

Sarah Tantillo, BS

4:46 PM: *Utilizing Nutrition Support Interventions to Improve School Disciplinary Actions and Student Social-Emotional Wellness*

Bree Bode, MPH, CHES®

4:58 PM: *SEL Skills to Navigate the Ups and Downs of Puberty*

Katie Gallagher, MEd

Thursday, April 13, 2021

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT

J1: Substance Use and Misuse: Prevention and Perceptions

• **1.0 Entry**

Moderator: Lanise A. Hutchins, PhD

2:05 PM: *Exploring Messaging Approaches to Reduce Stigma Toward Persons With Opioid Use Disorder*

Jensen Saintilien, MPH

2:17 PM: *After Legalization: Crafting Science-based Cannabis Messages for Adults*

Katie McCabe, MPH
2:29 PM: Leveraging Research Insights During a Statewide Stay-At-Home Order to Prevent Substance Use Among Vermont Teens  
Ms. Katie McCabe, MPH

Marlene Camacho-Rivera, ScD, MPH, MS

6:30 PM – 7:30 PM EDT
Reception Honoring 21st Century & Legacy Donors (Invitation Only)

Thursday, April 15, 2021

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT
J2: Interventions and Support for Chronic Diseases
△ 1.0 ADV

Moderator: Stephanie Laskey, MPH

Molly Alawode, MSc

2:17 PM: Acute Flaccid Myelitis: Working with Parents for Early Recognition and Care  
Malaika Hilliard, MPH, MS

2:29 PM: Focused Educational Screening Improves Knowledge of Chronic Kidney Disease  
Melanie Paris, MA, MPH

2:41 PM: Using Intervention Mapping Thinking to Understand the Key Components of Colorectal Cancer Screening Evidence-Based Interventions  
Derek Craig, MPH, Jacob Szczulski, PhD, and Maria Fernandez, PhD

Tuesday, April 20, 2021

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT
K1: Preparing to Meet SOPHE’s Teacher Preparation Standards
△ 1.0 ADV

Moderator: Elaine Auld  MPH, MCHES®

2:05 PM: Preparing to Meet SOPHE’s Teacher Preparation Standards  
Susan F. Goekler, PhD, RMCHES® and Donna Bernert, PhD, LSHE
Thursday, April 22, 2021

**12:00 PM – 4:00 PM EDT**

**K2: Climate for Health Ambassadors Training**

△ 3.0 ADV

Moderator: Eryn Greaney

**12:05 PM:** *Climate for Health Ambassadors Training*

Rebecca Rehr, MPH and Meighen Speiser, BA

Tuesday, April 27, 2021

**2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT**

**L1: Equity in Healthcare**

△ 1.0 ADV

Moderator: TBA

**2:05 PM:** *Developing Conceptual Models for Health Education Research and Practice: A Demonstration Describing Emergency Department Utilization Among Deaf Patients*

Tyler Glenn James, MS, CHES®

**2:15 PM:** *Lessons Learned from the Utilization of Digital Technology for Training Volunteers to Support the End-of-Life (EOL) Experience for Family Members of Persons Dying of COVID-19 in Vulnerable Populations*

Monica Lathan-Dye, DrPH, CHES®

**2:25 PM:** *Improving Engagement and Roles of Minority Women in Breast Cancer Screening and Treatment Decision Making*

Nelson A. Atehortua De la Pena, MD, PhD, MPH

**2:35 PM:** *An Evaluation of the Differences in HPV Vaccine Status and Providers Recommendation between Genders and Parental Educational Levels*

Ashley V. Parks, DrPH, MA, MCHES®, CPH and Dulce Martinez Luna, MPH

Thursday, April 29, 2021

**2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT**

**L2: Storytelling and Photovoice as Tools to Promote Health**

• 1.0 Entry

Moderator: Dulce Maria Ruelas, DrPH, MPH, CHES®, CBC

**2:05 PM:** *Photovoice: Visual Social Justice Storytelling to Promote Health Equity*

Jean Breny, PhD, MPH and Breanna M. De Leon, MPH
2:20 PM:  Using Photovoice to Identify the Social, Cultural, and Physical Barriers to Breastfeeding among African American Women in a Coastal Georgia County
            Nandi A. Marshall, DrPH, MPH, CHES® and Christina Cook, MPH, CHES®

2:30PM: Feminist Theory and Found Poetry: An Approach to Telling Women’s Stories of Frustration when Seeking Sexual Health Services and Information
            Rebecca Rich, PhD, CHES®

2:40PM: Rethinking HIV Self-testing Promotion for Young People within the Context of Youth-inspired Narratives: Implications for HIVST Scale-up
            Ucheoma Catherine Nwaozuru, PhD, MS

Tuesday, May 4, 2021

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT

M1: Whole School, Whole Community, Whole Child: From Model to Practice
Moderator: Larrell Wilkinson, PhD, MSPH, CHES®

2:05 PM:  Quality and Availability of Health Education Teacher Preparation Programs in the United States
            Rachael Dombrowski, PhD, MPH

2:20 PM: There is No “I” in Team: Lessons Learned from a K-12 School Health Recognition Award
            Nomita Bajwa, Pharm.D. and Stephanie Kellam, MS, CPT

2:35PM: Health Education Teacher Preparation and Resources for Teacher Professional Development- Panel
            Melissa Fahrenbruch, Med

Thursday, May 6, 2021

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT

M2: Health Educators Are the Missing Ingredient in School Nutrition
Moderator: Doris Swarn, MPH

2:05 PM:  School Pantries as a Site for Nutrition Education and Assistance: Site Characteristics, Administrative Strategies, and Program Challenges Experienced by School-Based Food Pantries in Indiana
            Christina Lynn Jones, PhD and Rita Millikan, BS

            Alisha H. Redelfs, DrPH, CHES®
2:25PM: *Family Meal: Pilot Light’s COVID-19 Response to Supporting Teachers, Families and Youth with Food and Nutrition Education through Common Core-aligned Distance Learning Resources*

Alexandra L. DeSorbo-Quinn, EdD, MPH

2:35PM: *No Bite Left Behind: Reducing Food Waste and Improving Student Nutrition by Training School Food Service Staff*

Jennifer Shukaitis, MPH

---

**Tuesday, May 11, 2021**

2:00 PM – 3:00 PM EDT

**N1: Stakeholder Engagement in Program & Systems Evaluation**

Moderator: Ruopeng An, PhD

2:05 PM: *Discovering Forces That Matter: A Participatory Process to Facilitate Partner and Stakeholder Involvement during Program and Systems Evaluation*

Alisha H. Redelfs, DrPH, MOH, CHES® and Leah D. Whigham, PhD, FTOS

---

**Poster Presentations**

**Wednesday Posters**

W1. *Identifying Determinants, Theoretical Change Methods, and Design Features of an Evidence-based Intervention: A Key Step in the Adaptation Process Using Intervention Mapping*

*Patricia Dolan Mullen, DrPH, MPH

W2. *Gender-based Perceptions of Nighttime Walking—Exploring Fear of Crime through Virtual Reality Simulations of Environmental Lighting and Entrapment*

*Alyssa Baer, BS and *Ida Tovar, BS

W3. Withdrawn

W4. *Recruitment of Vulnerable Populations Underrepresented in Health Research: Experiences with Pregnant/Postpartum Adolescents and their Parents in the Mississippi Delta*

Katherine Cranston, MPH and Abigail Gamble, PhD

W5. *Ableism and Disability as Social Determinants of Health*

D. Rose Ewald, MPH, CHES®


Bree Bode, MPH, CHES®
HPV Anal Cancer in Black Men: The Role of At-home Self Collection to Decrease Anal Cancer Disparities
Ben Haseen, BS

Withdrawn

What Did My Health Teacher Just Say? Exploring the Impact of State Certification Policies on the Availability of Effective Health Education Teacher Preparation Programs
James Philip A. Mallare BS, CHES®

Educating Teens on Organ Donation: Attitudes and Knowledge Amongst Oregon High School Students
Nisha Sridhar, BSc

Use of Peer Educators as Partners in Teen Pregnancy Prevention Programming: A Case Study
Sonya Panjwani, MPH

Assessment of Food Insecurity in Collegiate Student Athletes
Eileen Vedder, BSc

Human Papillomavirus (HPV) Infection and Vaccine Knowledge and Attitudes Among University Students
McKenzie Rose Schmitz, MS

Mental Wellbeing and Resilience in Suicide Prevention Crisis Line Volunteers
Sarah Spafford, MS

Teaching Pandemic Response During a Pandemic: Combining Three Digital Platforms for Undergraduate Education
Alyssa McNulty, MPH

When Health Educators have to Stay Home, Stay Safe
Bree Bode, MPH, CHES®

Perceptions and Motivations to the Utilization of Preventive Care by Labor Union Members
Jessica Sebastian, EdD and Sharon Taverno Ross, PhD

Does COVID-19 vary among children and adolescents in Florida?
Sharonda M. Lovett, CHES®

An Unclear Message: Pandemic Social Distancing Behaviors Among Parents
Katherine Vasquez, MSc

Priorities for Health Communication in Rural Cancer Control
Jennifer Bird, PhD

Association between Sleep Deprivation and Depressive Disorders among Mississippi Adults: The Mississippi Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System 2018
Adetoun Faith Asala, MPH
W22. Development of a Health Education Tool for Reducing Dietary Fat Intake
   Madhumitha Rajagopal, PhD

W23. Acceptability of the Adapted Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) Educational Resources for a Social Media Delivered e-health Lifestyle Intervention
   Ben John Estorge, BSc

W24. Acceptability of Culinary Support within a Social Media Delivered Intensive Lifestyle Intervention Among Rural Individuals
   Camila Calabria, MSc

W25. Maternal Hand Hygiene Promotion in Rural Kandahar Province in Afghanistan: A Comprehensive Community-Participatory Approach
   Luzette Suau, DVM, MPH

W26. Building a Healthier Las Vegas: Continuing Education for Community Health Workforce
   Kathryn Houk, MPH

W27. The Impact of Sexual Orientation Change Efforts on Transgender Individuals
   Heather Tillewein, PhD, MPH, CHES®

W28. STI Risk for MSM and WSW Based on Age of First Sexual Encounter
   Janae Alexander, MPH and Carly Glunz, MPHc

   Mary Odum, PhD and Taylor Levy, RD

W30. The Impact of Providing Informal Care to a Cancer Survivor
   Amy Joanna Wotring, PhD, MPH, CHES® and Mounika Polavarapu, PhD, MBBS, MPH, CPH

W31. Arabic-speaking Immigrants’ Perceptions of Receiving Free and Accessible Health Care
   Amy Joanna Wotring, PhD, MPH, CHES® and Zena Hamdan, PhD, MS

W32. Choosing Gratitude to Promote Overall Well-being: An ESG Sponsored Event
   Caitlin Holden, MS, CHES®, Meagan Shipley, PhD, and Jennifer L. Evans, PhD, MEd, MCHES®

W33. Virtual Student Honorary for Health Promotion Track
   Manuella Crawley, PhD, MEd, CHES® and Jodi DeMarco, PhD, CHES®

W34. Developing an Effective, Interactive Online Intervention to Target Public Health Issues and Risk Behaviors
   Gwendolyn Roberts Francavillo, PhD, MPH, CHES®

W35. Withdrawn

W36. After-School Nutrition Program Process Evaluation: An Eta Sigma Gamma Student-Led Effort to Address Childhood Obesity
   Mary Odum, PhD
Awardee1.  *Practice-, Provider-, and Patient-Level Factors Influencing U.S. Vietnamese Parents’ HPV Vaccine Decision-Making for their Adolescent Children*

Milkie Vu, MA


Melanie (Grace) Albright, MA

**Thursday Posters**

TH1.  *Acute Flaccid Myelitis is a Medical Emergency: Educating Clinicians for Early Symptom Recognition and Patient Care*

Alexandra Hess, PhD

TH2.  *Exploring Provider and Staff Responses to Patient Feedback Regarding Patient Discharge Education and Post-Acute Care Transitions*

Ashley V Parks, DrPH, MA, MCHES®, CPH

TH3.  *Correlates of Driving Under the Influence of Cannabis in the United States*

Emeka N Okafor, PhD, MPH

TH4.  *Trends of hypertension and hyperglycemia amongst younger and older participants at screening events in different regions of the U.S.*

Lisa Vo, BS

TH5.  *Success of an On-line Worksite Wellness Campaign Ten Year Results from the UPMC MyHealth Weight Race*

Amanda R. Gabarda, EdD, MPH, MS, CHES®

TH6.  *Clinical QI Success Story: Improving Pneumococcal Vaccine Rates in Immunocompromised Adults with Help from Health Behavior Theory and Plain Language*

Alison Caballero, MPH, CHES®

TH7.  *Systems Thinking Approach to Manage COVID-19*

Shanna Livermore, MPH, MCHES®, FRSPH and Amar Kanekar, PhD, MPH, MB, MCHES®, CPH, FRSPH

TH8.  *Advocating for Tobacco Control in an Increasingly Virtual World*

Molly Pisciottano, MHA

TH9.  *A Human Centered Design Approach to Increasing Enrollment and Retention in the National Diabetes Prevention Program*

Alexis Williams, MPH, MS, MCHES®, NBM-HWC

TH10.  *Tobacco and Vaping Use among HBCU Students*

Nelson A. Atehortua De la Pena, MD, PhD, MPH

TH11.  *The S.T.R.E.N.G.T.H. (Shapely Sisters Targeting Realistic Exercise & Nutrition Goals Through Healthy Habits) Study: Results from a Randomized Controlled Trial to Evaluate the*
Feasibility of a Behavioral Weight Loss Program for African American Women with Severe Obesity

Danielle Furci Braxton, PhD, MPH

Overworked and Unhealthy: Exploring Mental Health Status, Family Relationships, and Hours Worked by California Adults

Ashley V. Parks, DrPH, MA, MCHES®, CPH

Leveraging Community Partnerships to Address Cancer Health Equity with Mobile Community Cancer Screening and Education

Keely Kringlen, MPH and Lynette Phillips, MPA

Engaging Youth as Agents for Change in Promoting HIV self-testing in Nigeria: A Qualitative Study

Ucheoma Catherine Nwaozuru, PhD, MS

Addressing Type 2 Diabetes Among African Americans: Applying the Public Health Critical Race Praxis

Ms. Pascale Denise Edouard, MPH

Abortion Perception in a Rural Missouri Institution

Nancy Daley-Moore, PhD, MPH, CHES®, CPH and Olivia Catlin, BSc

Co-creating HIV Self-testing Services among Young People in Nigeria

Ucheoma Catherine Nwaozuru, PhD, MS

Reflections from Older African American Men about the Impact of Current Social Justice Issues on their Health & Well-Being

Larrell L. Wilkinson, PhD, MSPH, CHES®

Virtual Reality for Educating Individuals with Intellectual Disabilities: Advancing Health Equity

Laura Nabors, PhD, CPH, Julia Monnin, BS, and Solimar Jimenez, BS

Correlation Between Health and Tobacco Cessation in Prisons

Kelsey Weymouth-Little, BA

Assessment of Food Security at a Private, Midwestern University

Teresa Drake, PhD, RD, CHES®

Strategies for Developing Program Interventions Targeting Men

Susan A. Milstein, PhD, MA, MCHES® and Diana Karczmarczyk, PhD, MPH, MCHES

Protests for Change?: How Media Bias Can Shape a Movement

Meghan E. Burroughs, PhD, MA, CHES®, Jennifer L. Evans, PhD, Sally Klimek, BS, Rebecca Rich, PhD

Pandemic Food Security: The Ravages of COVID-19 on Vulnerable Populations

Jody L. Vogelzang, RDN, CHES®, FAND
Experiential Learning in a Pandemic: Planning, Partnership, and Problem Solving
Nikki Hillier, PhD, MS, Jill Bowers, PhD, and Lauri DeRuiter-Willems, PhD

Expanding A Regional Sickle Cell Disease Project ECHO for Healthcare Providers to Address COVID-19 Education
Lisa M. Shook, PhD, MA, MCHES®

Defining and Assessing Supervision Quality for Public Health Workforce Development: A Stepwise Approach
Caitlin McColloch, MS

Effects of COVID-19 Pandemic on Community Health Students at an Urban University
Charity Bishop, MA, CHES® and Lisa Yazel, EdD, MCHES®

Defining and Assessing Supervision Quality for Public Health Workforce Development: A Stepwise Approach
Caitlin McColloch, MS

Delivery Efficacy of COVID-19 Contact Tracing Training via Telecommunication
Raj Patel, MPHc and Rachel Smith, BSc, MSc, MBA, CPHQ

Withdrawn

“That will be different...” Modifications to Food Bank Operations to Ensure Continuity During COVID19
Nicole Peritore, PhD, CHES®

DARE to Resist Abstinence-Based Drug Education: A Harm Reduction Approach to High School Drug Education
Sasha Simon, MPH

Let’s Talk Graduate Level Teaching and Learning
Lori Dewald, EdD, ATC, MCHES®, F-AAHE, Holly Reese, PhD, Lac, and Stefanie Bollheimer

Addressing Health Disparities and the Economic Impact of COVID-19 on Native American Populations
Cameryn Ryan, MPHc and Shannon McMorrow, PhD, MPH

Friday Posters

The Relative Effectiveness of Multilevel Interventions in Reducing Risks of Transmitting Lethal Viruses in Grade K-12 Communities and School-Linked Populations: a Systematic Review and Best-Evidence Synthesis
Madhabi Chatterji, PhD, MEd and Jamie Tracy

Pattern of Utilisation and Preferences Relating to Adoption of Cervical Cancer Screening among Female Postgraduate Students of University of Ibadan
Adaobi Chidinma Iluno, JD
FR3. High School Seniors’ Use of Flavored Tobacco, Flavored Alcohol, and E-Cigarettes Associated with 30-Day Use of Energy Drinks and Alcohol Mixed with Energy Drink
Ronald D Williams, Jr., PhD, CHES® and Jeff Housman, PhD, MCHES®

FR4. Helping School Health Teachers Ensure They are Gateways to the Future
Lori Reichel, PhD

FR5. Associations between E-cigarette Use and other Substance among High School Students in the United States
Priya R. Banerjee, PhD

FR6. What Do They See? Youth Interpretation of Sustainability Using Photovoice
Alicia Wodika, PhD, MS, CHES® and Jacqueline Lanier, DrPH, MS, MCHES®

FR7. Evaluation of a Multi-Level Intervention to Improve Food Security in Two Low-Income School Districts
Rachael Dombrowski, PhD, MPH

FR8. The New Frontier of Sexual Violence: What is Stealthing? And Does this Behavior Constitute Sexual Violence?
Jennifer L. Evans, PhD, MEd, MCHES® and Meghan Burroughs, PhD, MA, CHES®

FR9. Yumbox: The Lunchbox that Improves Preschoolers’ Lunches
Jennifer Shukaitis, MPH

FR10. Average Exercise Heart Rate Following a 6-Minute Step Test Among 11- and 12-Year-Old Middle Schoolers in Mid-Michigan, 2013-2015
Cali Anderson, MPH

FR11. COVID-19, Student Well-Being, and Basic Needs Security
Lauren Fox

FR12. Implementation Leadership in School Nutrition: A Qualitative Study
Stephanie Machado, DrPH

FR13. Classifying HPV Vaccine Images on Instagram
Julia Mary Alber, PhD, MPH

FR14. Discerning a Shifting Vaping Landscape During Statewide Stay-At-Home Orders
Priscilla Fernandez, PhD

FR15. Park and Trail use amid the COVID-19 Pandemic
Amanda Grimes, PhD, MS, MCHES® and Katlyn Eighmy, BS

FR16. Use of Social Media Platforms as a Strategy to Increase Stroke Preparedness During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Tia Simone Rice, MS
FR17. Assessment of a Sample of COVID-19 Online Information Underscores Need for Attention to Plain Language  
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